
 — The Road to —

Empowering Neighborhoods
first change their Attitude. Attitude
is a total exercise in — FREE WILL.

To change a person’s Attitude we
must change their personal percep-
tion of their situation and circum-
stance by changing the “dynamics”
of their immediate environment.
Changing a situation and circum-
stance — by shifting dynamics —
requires MBO. MBO is the manage-
ment tool that gets things done.
MBO is the strategic management
practices of successful companies

• well-marked
• well-paved
• well-lighted

We use the word “Neighborhood”
because it implies an area defined
by its residents — rather than geogra-
phy, statistics or special interests.

■ Ensuring Workforce Gender
Equality requires: 1) Scientifically
ranking individual employee’s
“Workforce Capabilities”; 2) identify-
ing and then statistically defining the
relative value of workplace activities
(jobs/positions) contribution to
“enterprise functionality”; 3) Install a
collaborative-based Workflow that
generates a visible/viable ROI.

■ Ending Racism requires building a
local economy that provides well-
paying jobs with a future, while
enforcing the U.S. Constitutions’
“build a more perfect Union, establish
Justice, insure domestic Tranquility,
provide for the common defense,
promote the general Welfare, and
secure the Blessings of Liberty to
ourselves and our Posterity.”

■ Improving Civic Mental Health
by providing a reality-based commu-
nity that functions as a collaborative
that respects the U.S. Constitution.

■ Lowering crime rates begins with
having well-paying jobs with a future
for everyone, while preparing
everyone to productively participate
in the real world workforce at the
upper-middle, private-sector level.
Also, by enforcing building/habitat
codes as well as criminal statutes.

■ Reducing homelessness starts by
creating a space for the homeless
where they can begin to be con-
structively absorbed onto the
bottom rung of the local economy
via WayStations.

Ensuring workforce gender equality, ending Racism, improving mental health,
lowering crime rates and reducing homelessness takes a Neighborhood.

whose products/services SELL for a
profit in the global marketplace.

Building/magnifying/applying a
Neighborhood’s Political Power

is a 3-Step Process

1) Enlist Political Power
to use its Power to help
resolve neighborhood issues
2) Recruit interlocutors
3) Mobilize neighborhood
residents/resources

“God helps those who
help themselves” B Franklin

Raising prosperity and civic civility
and restoring America’s Promise
requires preparing everyone for a
satisfying position in the workforce
that includes the capabilities to
“adapt” to an innovation-based,
Industry 4.0 automation-driven
workplace. The best candidates for
the 4IR automation jobs are veterans
and community college students.

Ensuring workforce
gender equality,
ending Racism,

lowering crime rates, and
reducing homelessness — are
“economic” based issues that must
be resolved within a region or
community that is large enough to
house multiple perspectives, that
shares an economic and social
dynamic, with enough inhabitant
common denominators and resident
personal communication capabilities
to constitute a definable “Neighbor-
hood” that can speak with one voice
and generate enough voter Power
to speak to regional Political Power.

Giving that Neighborhood
a seat at the table and a voice

that will be heard

Ensuring workforce
gender equality, ending
Racism, lowering crime
rates and reducing homelessness
are not issues that can be resolved
directly. The targeted parties in each
of these areas must change their
behavior. In order to get people to
change their behavior they must
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